
Warehouse Supply and Equipment Base.  FAC: 4421 

CATCODE: 442758 

OPR: AF/A4LE 

OCR: N/A 

1.1. Description.  Warehouse space is needed for bulk and bin storage of materials for 

which maximum protection from the weather is authorized. 

1.2. Requirements Determination.  Warehouse space includes: 

1.2.1. Supplies and equipment needed to support base operations and fuels 

operations; 

1.2.2. Receiving, storage issue, inspection, pickup and delivery activities; 

1.2.3. Warehouse offices exclusive of offices in Supply Administration 

(CATCODE 610122); 

1.2.4. Flyaway or Mobility Kit Storage are for mobility readiness and contain 

spare parts, special equipment, and supplies needed to maintain aircraft for short 

periods of time away from their home base; 

1.2.5. Dangerous material, exclusive of explosives and ammunition, whose storage 

accommodations satisfy guidance given in AFJMAN 24-204 and AFJMAN 23-

210; 

1.2.6. Property in the equipment account (see CG-44 Supply Storage Fac. paragraph 

1.1.1.2.3) 

1.2.7. Mobility Bags. 

1.2.7.1. Installation supporting units tasked with mobility commitments are 

authorized storage space for mobility bags. This space is additive to that listed 

under CG-44 Supply Storage Fac. Table 1.1, 1 .2, and 1 .3. 

1.2.7.2. Compute space at 0.85 m
3 

(3 ft
3
) per bag if the type of bag to be

stored has been approved by the Air Force. 

1.2.7.3. Ensure commands store bags in a manner to utilize the maximum 

attainable stacking heights in warehouses. The best space utilization can be 

obtained by storing in bulk or on pallet racks. 

1.2.7.4. Mobility bag storage is the responsibility of the LRS. While actual 

storage may be decentralized to other organizations if they have existing facilities 

available to store the bags, do not build facilities at decentralized locations in 

order to accommodate mobility bag storage. Further, there is no objection to 

commanders issuing bags to personnel with mobility assignments in lieu of 

storing bags within the unit on a centralized or decentralized basis. 

1.3. Scope Determinations. In addition to the space provided under CG-44 Supply 

Storage Fac. Paragraph 1.1.1., overseas installations that are en-route or turnaround-

stations for AMC airlift aircraft and employ the AMC Forward Supply Support System 

require additional warehouse space. The storage consists of aircraft items, such as built-



 

up engines, radomes, recovery kits, and so forth, that are peculiar to the AMC mission 

design and series of aircraft and that are not normally stocked by the host base.  

Total item requirements, and thus warehouse space requirements, vary with traffic, but 

the average requirement is approximately 700 m
2 

(7,500 ft
2
). 

1.3.1. See CG-44 Supply Storage Facs. Paragraph 1.1.1.1 for restrictions on the 

use of CATCODE 442758. The additive storage requirements in Table 1.1 may 

be authorized at the discretion of the MAJCOM. 

1.4. Dimensions.  Space requirements are computed under CG-44 Supply Storage Fac. 

Paragraph 1.1.1.2. 

1.5. Design Considerations:  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 
 

Table 1.1. Additive Storage Requirements. 
 

Items Type Storage CATCODE 
Basis of 

Authorization 

External aircraft fuel tanks/racks/ 

adapters/pylons(MERs/TERs/BRUs) 

Shed 442628 Aircraft 

supported 

Base level self-sufficiency spares 

(BLSS) segregated from POS 

Semi-hardened 

warehouse 

442758 Aircraft 

supported 

Base defense weapons Warehouse 442758 Base population 

Chaff Warehouse 442758 Mission 

Base decontaminants Warehouse 442758 Base population 

Defense Reutilization Marketing 

Offices (DRMO) Holding Area 

Warehouse 

open storage 

442758 /  

452255 

Base population 

Film Controlled 

warehouse 

442758 Mission 

Firefighting agents Warehouse 442758 Base population 

Material/equipment for support of 

personnel not included in Table 4.3. 

(supported embassies, consulates, 

etc.) 

Warehouse 442758 Population 

NATO airfield spare parts Warehouse 442758 Tasking mission 

Nine-month supply of computer 

forms/paper 

Warehouse 442758 Systems 

supported 

Prime BEEF/RED HORSE 

material/equipment 

Warehouse 

open storage 

219946 Organization 

supported 

Special projects support (ACC 

prepositioned material, LOX plant 

spares depot, etc.) 

Warehouse 442758 / 
452255 

Actual use 

WRM oils/deicing fluid Warehouse 442758 Aircraft 

supported 

 



 

Items Type Storage CATCODE 
Basis of 

Authorization 

BCE warehouse Warehouse 442758 Aircraft 

supported 

Chemical Warfare Defense (CWD) 

equipment (when stored by LRS) 

Warehouse 442758 Base population 

 


